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Abstract—Mobile Technology is constantly evolving and offering new capabilities for supporting higher data 

transmission, storage, and multimedia formats that can be beneficial for Language Acquisition. Mobile 

Assisted Language Learning (MALL) publications have been reviewed for two main perspectives: The 

Content -based approach and the Design- issues approach. This study focuses on understanding these 

approaches and identifying their main challenges specific to MALL activities. Mobile-based e-learning 

applications and learning possibilities are tied to the physical attributes of the device, graphical user 

interface, and the cost of services, collaboration tools, Internet access, and computation capabilities. This 

article reports extensively on the results of a focus group-oriented study undertaken using an IPod- based 

English learning application for five advanced (graduate) EFL (English as foreign language)-based students 

in a Japanese technical university. Results from this pilot analysis were reported towards exploring the 

design of the IPod interface and how it contributes towards mobile assisted language learning. Results 

indicate that students are mostly comfortable using handheld devices and completed tasks with reasonable 

success and efficiency. However, they faltered with few steps mainly due to complexity of the screen interface 

(lack of on-screen guidance), transition within and between steps, and unresponsive system. The qualitative 

analysis focused mostly on the design of the graphical user interface, its delivery methods, and user 

preference and information access patterns. Several recommendations are made for both the design of the 

interface and how content should be structured. 

 

Index Terms—mobile-assisted language learning, education, IPod, interface design, content approach 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Today elearning is envisioned as a feasible option, as well as a unique opportunity to reduce educational costs and 

use teaching resources more efficiently (Ruth, 2010). Added to e-learning, the increasing use of mobile technologies 

and wireless communication is opening a new field of research where the main focus becomes the use of mobile 

devices in education, also known as mobile learning (m-Learning). This strategy is seen as the next step of the e-

Learning paradigm and will extend the meaning and dimension of “Anytime, Anywhere” education (Song, 2008).  

Mobile assisted language learning (MALL) is relatively new in Japan and there is still much research to be done about 

the scope of its design and application. However, research has already shown its tremendous potential in a tech-savvy 

country like Japan. Naismith et al. (2004) refer to the fact that a web-based Japanese system for English language 

learning – Pocket Eijiro – receives more than 100 000 hits per day. This system was designed for access via WAP-

enabled mobile phones. 

One such mobile assisted language-learning device is the IPod. In Kukulska-Hulme and Traxler’s (2005) study of 

mobile learning, iPods were used to aid language learning, wherein they function as digital voice recorders or 

camcorders to produce interviews and make audiovisual presentations. Chinnery (2006) briefly mentions iPods in the 

context of a new area that he names MALL or: Mobile Assisted Language Learning, an outgrowth of the more 

established Computer Assisted Language Learning or CALL. In this study, we will try to explore the importance of 

IPod for language learning a little differently. The primary purpose of this study is to explore the extent to which the 

IPod touch screen interface could be designed successfully towards language learning and/or acquisition, and deliver 

content in a way that supports EFL (English as foreign language) learning contexts. What are the units of focus (e.g., 

curriculum design, assessment mechanism, content delivery, content management, content and interface design etc) 

when designing such on-screen language-learning applications in IPods? Is the handheld-based language learning 
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applications different in complexity, functionality, interactivity, adaptability, and accessibility (when compared to its 

desktop counterparts)? Overall, how are such applications designed? 

II.  BACKGROUND MOTIVATION 

While many successful research projects have worked on developing rules to guide the design and implementation 

of interfaces for desktop machines and their applications, the design of mobile device interfaces is still relatively 

unexplored and unproven (Gorienko and Merrick, 2003; Tarasewich et al., 2007). With numerous design challenges 

that are yet to be explored and solved for hand held applications, the problem is certainly compounded when non-

native users of English use mobile devices as a language learning platform. This article is an open exploration, trying 

to explore the world of mobile assisted language learning and the interface design issues that promotes or impairs the 

process of understanding hand held devices as a platform for language acquisition. While in-class observations have 

adequately demonstrated the multiple uses of mobile devices and portable dictionaries for word search, translation, 

meanings etc, it is not entirely clear the extent to which users might find it reasonable to use their handheld devices 

for self-paced language acquisition. With limited motivation and time for English language study in a Japanese 

context, it is obvious that the efficacy of the user interface might play a big role in making the user feel welcome and 

comfortable in the world of mobile assisted language learning. 

III.  FOCUS AND SIGNIFICANCE 

This study is significant because it explores the usability of IPod screen interface as a language-learning medium. It 

makes an attempt to understand how users perform through different learning modules, where they succeed and falter, 

how they navigate, what motivates and frustrates them and their overall reaction to the task.  

Major Research Question: As there is not much previous research on this topic, the major research question 

examined here is the extent to which relatively advanced EFL learners in Japan with reasonable experience in 

handheld devices like mobile phones and IPod might follow along and complete short tasks using an IPod-based 

English interface.  

The primary research question addressed in this study is:  

a) When using a latest generation mobile device, such as the iPod touch, what issues related to device interaction 

are challenges in a Japanese EFL context? 

The answer to the major research question will also shed some light on the following questions. 

■ What aspects of the user interface can facilitate the learning activity? 

■ Using an application that follows the principles of the design issues approach, what aspects of pedagogy benefit or 

constrains the learning activity? 

IV.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

MALL is an approach to language learning that is enhanced through the use of a mobile device (Keiman and 

Aizawa, 2004). In general, the most common devices considered for MALL are cell phones, MP3/MP4 players, PDA’s 

and smart phones (Thornton and Houser, 2004). The “mobility” dimension of the approach is what makes these 

devices attractive for learning, as they can extend the paradigm to “anytime, anywhere”.  Another important 

dimension towards its efficient functioning and acceptability is its user interface design. Ben Shneiderman provides a 

complete, current, and authoritative introduction to user-interface design. The user interface is the part of every 

computer system that determines how people control and operate that system. When the interface is well designed, it is 

comprehensible, predictable, and controllable; users feel competent, satisfied, and responsible for their actions 

(Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2009). 
MALL Design Approaches  

Research (Kukulska-Hulme and Shield, 2008) suggests that there are two main approaches utilized in the 

development of MALL activities. These categories relate to formal and informal structures for mobile content access 

and are a possible indicator that suggests how the content and interface should be designed. 

Content -based approach: This approach focuses on content delivery. The most frequent delivery method uses 

mobile phones and is text-based, through text messaging or email and quizzes and surveys for vocabulary teaching 

(Ruth, 2010). Another example is the use of MP3 players like iPods for audio content in assignments. 

Design- issue approach: This approach is related to informal (anytime and anyplace) learning activities specifically 

for mobile devices, where learners have more flexibility in choosing content, time, and work-flow. Informal learning 

might be equally rich in content, but the difference is rather in the way the content is accessed by the student. 

The activities are fragmented as small tasks, designed to be completed within short time frames (Song, 2008). 

Research (Morita, 2003) suggests that flexibility of use is more oriented to making use of spare time rather than being 

restricted only to classroom activities. Moreover, the strategy does not assume any previous preparation in order to 
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perform the learning. Research (Ghazvini et al., 2009) provides several examples of cell-phone games, and SMS as 

part of the informal learning strategies. In the first example, SMS and email are used to teach English to government 

employees. The second example is implemented as a mobile game for primary children for them to practice spelling 

and learn new vocabulary in the Farsi language. The third example is a mobile game used to teach technical English 

vocabulary to university students in computer science. 

The initial point of any web-based course design is to analyze the precise learning needs, the target learners and 

then formulate a course objective, before selecting the most suitable design approach (Horton, 2000).   

With the content -based approach, the aim of the activities is to have more formal learning or classroom-based 

activities, similar to instructor-led activities. The objectives can be defined as, but not limited to, preparation, 

reinforcement, and evaluation. The preparation activities can include the design and delivery of new content 

integrated into the class. Reinforcement activities take into consideration the materials reviewed in class and stimulate 

content retention; an example is vocabulary review, through SMS/MMS, language practice via video/audio, etc. The 

evaluation activities should measure the effectiveness of the learning through quizzes and exercises.  

The intent of the design-issues approach is to create self-paced, asynchronous and, therefore, more learner-led 

activities. There are four factors that need consideration for both approaches during course design. These include the 

following: 

a) Mobility. Innovative activities should be oriented to take advantage of the mobility aspect as suggested in 

(Kukulska-Hulme, 2009). According to Kukulska-Hulme (2009) study, the use of mobiles should enrich the learning 

process and bring forth new possibilities that cannot be achieved through traditional and stationary means.  

b) Collaboration. It is important to be able to differentiate between activities that are designed around collaborative 

versus those designed around individual activities. For example, collaborative versus simpler quiz activities (group vs. 

individual) could be considered and planned accordingly.  

c) Re-Usability.  It is important to select content formats that are compatible with different mobile platforms due to 

the existing diversity of devices to avoid restricting learner options.  

d) Connectivity. This factor relates to course access. During the design, how the activity will be accessed by the 

learner is important and should be identified. For example, the activities might need to be completed online, meaning 

that constant Internet access is required, either through 3G or Wi-Fi. Another consideration might be to allow users to 

download content or certain features of a course to work offline and then submit once Internet access is available.  

Addressing Key Learner Considerations  

According to Horton (2000), ideal learners should have the following specific characteristics: “a) learns 

independently and views learning positively; b) Self-disciplined, manages time well, enjoys working alone; c) Able to 

express [oneself] clearly in written [format]; d) Have basic computer skills and value the role of technology in business 

and learning; e) Need to acquire new knowledge, but cannot easily attend traditional training.” Most of these 

characteristics apply to mobile courses with the exception of (d,) where it is not only necessary to have computer skills 

because the mobile activity is similar to a typical  online course, but also, because  it is key to be familiar with the 

mobile devices and services required to complete the actual learning activity.  

Also, interface adaptability to learning styles is important. Each learner has different preferences and needs. 

Therefore, it is very crucial to provide the different styles of learners with different learning environments that are 

more preferred and more efficient to them (Cha et al., 2006; Wolf, 2003).  

Moreover, it is also important to understand the kind of learner the reader is, and adopt the screen task accordingly. 

However, few existing systems have the ability to adapt to student or user’s learning style (Paredes and Rodriguez, 

2002). Currently, many researchers agree on the importance of modeling and using leaning styles, however there is 

little agreement in aspects of learning style are worth modeling, and what can be done differently for users with 

different styles (Brusilovsky, 2001). Moreover, the relationships between leaning styles and possible interface settings 

are still an unclear area (Brusilovsky, 2001). 

User Interface Design: Designing the GUI Interface 

Interface design is one of the most important aspects of mobile design. There are five main User Interface Design 

principles: User familiarity, Consistency, Minimal Surprise, Recoverability, and User Guidance (Sommerville, 1995). 

To explain the different types of possible interaction for mobile applications, we used the guidelines for iPhone 

development, which utilizes a comprehensible approach to user-centered design (Apple developer, see reference). 

There are three user interface factors that must be considered during the content and structure design of a mobile 

course:  

a) Include only the essential task. Considering the compact size of the mobile device, this design should only 

include the elements that are essential to the task; otherwise the interface can be confusing for the user.  

b) Have sequential access. Tasks should be designed sequentially, so the user can see only a single screen at a time. 

This is one of the main differences between a handheld and a PC User interface. A task can be divided into a sequence 

of screens when that task requires several steps.  
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c) Providing minimal on-screen help. Mobile users tend to spend less time using an application than PC users do. 

Hence, an interface should be as intuitive as possible and follow a clear and logical flow to complete the task. This 

factor strongly relates back to the principles of user familiarity, consistency and minimal surprise.  

In any mobile course, the user will interact with the learning material through direct manipulation of on-screen 

objects instead of using an intermediate object like a mouse. Therefore, there is an advantage when engaging the 

learners in the task, because there is more control of the activity, and better understanding of the action result. As an 

example, for iPhone application interfaces, user interactions are described with metaphors (Apple developer, see 

reference) that represent actions like 1) Tapping controls, 2) Dragging, flicking, or swiping objects in a game, 3) 

Sliding On/Off switches, 4) Flicking through pages of photos, and 5) Spinning picker wheels to make choices.  

How does MALL Support EFL-based Training?  

Mobile technology is currently a feasible approach for overcoming many of the obstacles found in the current 

methods of EFL reading instruction. Mobile- assisted language learning (MALL) has the capability to provide an EFL 

learner with the same opportunities for independent and targeted reading practice and immediate corrective feedback 

as does CALL (Lan et al, 2007). In recent years, various studies have explored new methods of language learning 

actually made possible by the unique features of MALL, including portability, social interactivity, context sensitivity, 

connectivity, individuality, and immediacy [Attewell & Webster (2004); Chinnery (2006); Klopfer et al., (2002); 

Soloway et al., (2001)]. Recently, Poodle, a mobile-based course management system, was designed to facilitate the 

deployment of educational materials to mobile phones. This application supports ubiquitous polls, quizzes, wikis, 

forums, and flash cards (Houser and Thornton, 2005).   

The same study in Japan (Houser and Thornton, 2005) has shown that 71% of the subjects preferred receiving their 

English lessons (vocabulary) on mobile phones rather than on their PCs. Of this group, 93% felt this deployment to be 

a valuable teaching method. In the study, thirty-one Japanese college sophomores evaluated the site, using video-

capable mobile phones, found few technical difficulties, and rate its educational effectiveness highly. Another study 

(Thornton and Houser, 2004) demonstrated the importance of mobile applications for language training in Japan. The 

research (Thornton and Houser, 2004) presents three projects in mobile learning. They polled 333 Japanese university 

students regarding their use of mobile devices and 100% reported owning a mobile phone, 99% sent email on their 

mobile phones, exchanging some 200-email messages each week.  

Using IPods for Educational Purposes 

Since the release of the first iPod in 2001, the device has developed many educational uses. Part of the attraction of 

the iPod as an educational device is the fact that it contains easily accessible audio and visual content in an attractive 

and conveniently sized package. Recent iPod models have become progressively more versatile, and the availability of 

their educational content is growing exponentially. Universities across the United States have also recognized the 

value of the iPod as an educational tool for college students and have begun issuing free iPods to incoming freshmen 

(Read, 2005). Duke University became one of the first higher education institutions to distribute iPods to freshmen in 

2004 (Dean, 2004). 

Several questions regarding iPod educational applicability remain unanswered and that is what this article attempts 

to do within its restricted scope. How do we know exactly what a user finds to be user-friendly, how do users navigate, 

what kind of errors do students commit, how do students search and retrieve information for mobile applications, what 

are the overall design issues (icons, layout of the site, colors, etc)? How do these issues both help and impede the 

mobile-assisted language learning process? 

V.  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

One of the most important conditions to reach the successful design of a product is the early participation of 

potential users of that system. This section describes an exploratory MALL-based design analysis in a focus group that 

reported on the end-user interaction with an IPod, designed to complete a specific set of MALL-based language 

learning activities through self-paced modules. The testing focused on task workflow, interaction with the application 

and the device, the experience of the user, the learning outcome, and the learning style (Winckler et al., 2007 edited).  

Reasons for deciding on a focus group analysis: Focus groups are effective ways to explore new research ideas, 

explore a topic that is difficult to observe, collect concentrated data over a short period of time, and gather solid 

preliminary data [Catterall and Maclaran (1997); Asbury (1995)]. 

Procedure 

As part of this focus-group analysis, a scenario-based evaluation method was followed. Through observing the 

descriptions of scenarios, everyone had an equal opportunity to propose his/her suggestions and criticisms to discover 

the real needs of users, a critical step to draw out the final appearance of the system (Carroll, 2000).  

The conversational English learning module had multiple lessons from which to choose. During the observation 

segment, participants were required to complete six of seven tasks for one particular lesson (No. 7), the same for all 

participants. They were instructed to follow a task order from 1 -7, except for Task 4. They each followed the same 
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sequence, and each lesson had a series of tasks. The chosen lesson was similar to other lessons in terms of user 

interface design, pattern of sequencing, and levels of difficulty (content complexity) within and between the tasks.  

The usability study was performed through an observation of the task steps and the interviews. Each participant 

took around 45 minutes to complete the IPod application, and then answered the questions asked by the interviewer in 

detail. The interviewer noted each step/activity as each participant completed it. The notes mainly related to where the 

users tapped on the screen, their levels of comfort with the keypad, their levels of comfort with the audio/video output, 

and whether the instructions were followed adequately, whether the navigation was seamless, where transition from 

one step to another was obvious or confusing, and finally, any points where the participants needed help. As the 

participants interacted, they were asked to think aloud and respond to any specific queries that the interviewer had. 

Guidelines on performing the task were provided, and participants were allowed to take as much time as they needed 

to complete the tasks. They were also asked to follow the task sequence suggested by the application.  

After completion of the tasks, the participants were interviewed and asked to answer a set of questions about their 

impressions of the activity. The interview was performed on the basis of a written survey questionnaire that acted as a 

reference for the interviewer. The interview covered five areas: Task workflow, interaction with the application and 

device, experience of the user, learning outcome, and learning style. A retrospective think-aloud protocol was also part 

of the interviewing session, whereby participants could re-visit the application, interact with it freely, and voice their 

opinions about the activity and the questions being asked by the interviewer. Figure 1 shows screenshots to explain 

how the participants proceeded from one task to the next. The screenshots are not necessarily in the order of access, 

but do provide an overall idea of the possible navigation patterns.  
 

 
Fig1. Screenshots showing how the lessons were interacted with and navigated by the participants 

 

Figure 2 shows an example of the instructions in the interview on that questionnaire that each participant had to 

follow.  
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Fig2. Instructions Given to Participants 

 

Figure 3 shows the different categories and related questions in the post-test survey. The survey was not handed out 

to the participants. Rather, the questions acted as a guideline for the interviewer to ask questions to the participants 

and elicit more specific answers with clarifications, wherever necessary.  
 

 
Fig3. The different categories and related questions in the post-test survey 

 

It is important to mention in this context that the items and questions used for the post-test interview was based 

more on the standard guidelines and items used for any usability interview session, and for analyzing most user 

interfaces. However, in the current scenario the following reference articles and books (Horton, 2000; Nielson and 

Molich, 1990; Hackos and Redish, 1998) were used and the following relevant and important items were selectively 

used to understand how users completed the task.  

Task Steps and Their Sequence: The following chart shows the sequence of steps that were followed by the 

participants (in most cases) when completing the task.  
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TABLE 1: 

STEPS SEQUENCE - OBSERVATIONS 

 
 

The observer noted down whether participants followed the sequence, how much time they spent with each step, 

and if there was any specific additional/remedial action undertaken (e.g., going back to a previous step, scrolling down, 

clicking patterns etc) when completing a step or transitioning from one step to the next. Table 1 shows the list of 

specific activities and their sequence. 

Test Instruments  

In this focus group design analysis, we were interested in a preliminary analysis that is generalizable across most 

MALL-based devices and for a large section of the EFL population.  

Reasons for choosing the application:  

a) The participants in the current study are those using English as foreign language with moderate knowledge of 

English. The purpose of the application is to improve the usage of Idioms in every day conversation, being suitable for 

the sample we will be testing. 

b) The vocabulary acquisition is through language in context, by introducing the new idioms in a Dialog and a 

Dictionary with example phrases showing its usage. 

c) The application follows Design issues approach, and lessons are well organized in short tasks that user has to 

complete to learn idioms vocabulary.  

d) Other aspect considered is to have a variety of content delivery, such as video, audio, reading, and writing. The 

application incorporates all of these resources to make the learning more interactive.  

e) The cost of the application is very accessible (600 yen). 

f) “Conversation English” is an iPhone application, which is also compatible with iPod Touch being the device used 

for our experiment. The iPhone is a very popular device in Japan. Therefore, we started with the possibility that users 

will already be familiar with the application interface, thereby making experiment guidelines easier to follow. 

g) Collaboration aspect is not included in the application. This feature could be later incorporated without much 

variation on the interface and the previous activities, as an additional module to practice the lesson materials. This is 

one of the challenges of the current applications. 
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How the application follows the design issues and NOT the content-based approach? The aim of the design issues 

approach is to allow the user to learn through a self-paced set of activities. The activities should be designed to 

accomplish three main objectives: content acquisition, reinforcement and evaluation. The major activities for the 

application are as follows - Warm -up, Dialog, Comprehension, Dialogue Building, Matching, Fill in the blanks, View 

Lesson Idioms etc (20 lessons in total).  

One of the aspects that characterize the Design Issues approach is that the activities are designed to make use of the 

users’ spare time. Therefore, it doesn’t require much preparation to complete the activities. The application is 

compliant with this principal. The tasks were designed with a suggested order, but the user can switch between them 

without losing the flow of the learning process, with exception of Task 2, which is content acquisition, because the 

reinforcement activities are based in the Dialog Task. The application allows for flexibility to adapt to user preferences 

for language acquisition. The user can decide whether to learn the idiom vocabulary in context by completing first the 

Dialog Task 2, or by moving to Task 7 and review the meaning. The Warm-up, gives an overview of the idioms that 

will be learned in the lesson, but it doesn’t give information on the meaning. By completing this activity, the student 

can have a quick grasp of the new or already known idioms to be studied in the lesson.  

The activities are designed to be completed during a short time frame, which is also another important aspect of 

focusing on spare time. The Dialog video lasts between 1-1:30 minutes, and the activities are designed to be completed 

in less than 5 minutes. The longest task is number 4, in which the time depends on user skills to remember the order 

of the conversation. The application also provides a way to remember which lessons the user has to complete by 

providing a status marker. (Green= started, Blue = in progress, Red = Finalized). This feature is not available for 

keeping the status of the task within a lesson, which it could also be considered as an improvement point. Even though 

the lesson has been completed, the user can repeat as many times each of the tasks. 

The Participant Sample 

For this study, we obtained participants by personally contacting five volunteers to join a focus group. The study 

focused on Japanese students using English as a foreign language and having moderate English language ability in 

writing and reading comprehension. Fluency of spoken English was not a criterion for selection of the participants. 

These participants (advanced computer science students at graduate level) were observed separately during other in-

class assignments to ensure that their variations in ability with respect to the following skills (mobile usage, IPod 

usage, ability to process English text, and listening) were within reasonable limits. 

VI.  RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

Overall, majority of participants could complete the task with reasonable efficiency. However, this section focuses 

on the specific issues during interaction, where they needed help, committed mistakes, the system failed to respond, 

and where the interaction was easy to handle.  

Interactions during the Task Completion Process 

Participant 1 had little experience with a similar device, but required guidance to clarify the task sequences; finally 

he completed 93% of the expected steps. He seemed to have difficulty interacting with the application, especially when 

he was trying to go back to menus or tapping buttons. During the Selection of Reading Conversation (Step 6), he 

tapped on the Lessons button and thus went back to the main menu by mistake. After completion of the activity, he 

tapped The English application button by mistake and had to reload the lesson to this point again (Step 9). During the 

Fill- in –the- Blanks task (Step 20) he tapped the Lessons button by mistake again and went back to the main menu 

twice. This mistake might have been caused by the Tab bar design for the application. While reviewing the idioms 

(Step 24), the participant tapped on the sound image, but the application closed and thus had to be reloaded up to the 

task again. During the next step for the same task (Step 25), the participant tried to confirm comprehension of only 

one Idiom. However, the application did not respond (even after multiple tapping), and thus it was skipped to access 

the rest of the Idioms.  

Participant 2 had little experience with a similar device. He was able to complete 81% of the expected sequences. 

Most of the guidance provided was to help him locate the buttons on the screen. On the Warm- up activity, he had to 

confirm whether he knew the idiom (Step 2). Instead of answering that question directly, he jumped to the Idiom 

dictionary. After reviewing the Idiom, he moved to the English app information screen. Then he closed the application 

by mistake and had to reload it again (step 3). In the Dialog task, instead of selecting Reading conversation (step 6), 

he tapped the Idiom button and opened the Idiom dictionary by mistake. From this point forward, he had difficulties 

going back to the activity and needed help to select the right options to go back. After completing the listening part 

(Step 8), he required guidance to select the options to return to the lesson Task Menu. While taking the Idioms review, 

he did not try the sound icon or   tap the confirmation buttons. 

Participant 3 had no experience with a similar device, but she was able to complete 96% of the expected sequence, 

and required very little guidance. In the Dialog task (Step 7), she required some additional time to play the audio 

while reading the conversation. This requirement for additional time was also observed in the Comprehension task, 
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where she needed additional time to figure out that it was necessary to tap on the message button (Step 11) to move 

forward. This behavior was similar on each new interaction she had with the application (Steps 14, 15) which was 

probably related to her lack of previous experience with a similar device. While completing the task, Fill in the Blanks, 

she tapped on the Shop button and had to reload the application (Step 20). At this point, she did need some guidance 

to use the device and go back to the application we were testing. During the last task, Idioms review (Step 24), the 

application closed when she tried listening to the sound and this step was skipped after the first trial. Similarly, she 

tapped the button to confirm Idiom understanding, but when she didn’t receive any response from the application, she 

ignored it. 

Participant 4 appeared to be (and even reported) as being very familiar with a similar device, the iPhone. She 

completed 89% of the expected steps. At the beginning of the activity, she needed additional information about the 

tasks to be performed and the sequence of those tasks. During selection of Reading conversation (Step 7) she didn’t 

use the audio feature to listen to the dialog while reading the conversation. During the last task, Idioms review (step 

24), she didn’t try the sound, and this step was skipped after a first trial. Similarly, she tapped the button to confirm 

Idiom understanding, but since the system did not respond, it too was ignored (Step 25). 

Participant 5 is familiar with a similar device, the iPhone. She completed 74% of the expected steps, and although 

the interaction was not a problem, she required more guidance on the task sequence and the English. During the 

Dialog task (Step 7), she took some time to play the conversation and read along with it. Also, she had some 

difficulties finding the button to go back to the dialog (Step 8), and so she asked for help to continue the activities. 

After the comprehension task, she chose a different option than expected to go back to the lesson main menu (Step 12). 

In the Matching activity, she also took some time to understand how the interaction worked (Step 15). For the task 

Idioms review, the audio option was skipped (Step 24), and she tried to acknowledge the understanding of the idiom, 

but since there was not a response from the application, this step was stopped (Step 25). In the same task, she 

experienced some difficulties in moving forward with the idioms. The following figures demonstrate the issues 

experienced during user interaction with the application. Figure 4 shows the percentage of accurate responses for each 

participant.  
 

 
Fig4. Percentage of Accurate Responses 

 

Figure 5 shows the frequency of mistakes committed by each participant during interaction with the on-screen 

application. Figure 6 explains the number of times the system did not respond during interaction. Figure 7 shows the 

frequency of difficulty and required guidance during on-screen interaction. 
 

 
Fig5. Frequency of Mistakes 
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Fig6. Number of Times the System did not Respond 

 

 
Fig7. Frequency of Difficulty and required guidance during on-screen interaction 

 

Figure 8 provides an overview of the type of difficulties and guidance needed for specific actions. 
 

 
Fig8. Steps / activities where participants needed guidance and faced difficulties 

 

Figure 9 demonstrates the steps where readers had trouble. 
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Fig9: Steps where readers faltered and /or had trouble 

 

Issues with the Application 

All the participants had difficulty completing Step 24 caused by an error in the application. After tapping the sound 

icon of the idiom, very often the application closed down and the application had to be reloaded. The buttons for the 

Tab bar were very small and it was easy to tap on them by mistake. During Step 25 of this task, the application 

displayed three buttons to confirm the understanding of the idiom and visually suggested that any one of the buttons 

could be tapped, but there was no response from the application or a summary to measure the comprehension 

percentage. 

Interview Findings 

After completing the task, the participants answered 22 questions about their learning experience while completing 

the MALL tasks. The interviewer used a survey response to question the participants and helped them answer the 

question, by clarifying the question and its scope. These findings are classified in five areas of discussion as described 

below. 

Task Completion: The time taken to complete the task was between 20 to 25 minutes for 80% of the participants. 

Only one person took 10 minutes, but she had experience using an iPhone. All of the participants required additional 

help either to follow the task sequence or return to the task if by mistake the application was closed. Also, most 

reported that the task was easy to follow, but three found it difficult to understand the English. Some also pointed out 

that following the suggested sequence of the application allowed them to comprehend the idioms better. Figure 10 

demonstrates self-reports on the ease with which the task was completed. Primarily, the self-report answers the extent 

to which the sequence of activity was easy or difficult to follow on a likert scale.  
 

 
Fig10. Task Completion 

 

Interaction with the Screen and the Device:  Interaction with the devices was mostly positive, except for situations 

when the system did not respond, sometimes even after repeated tapping. This unresponsive state, however, was not 

misconstrued as lack of their participant’s ability to complete the task. They were perceived as issues with the 

application, or the participant not being familiar with the device. According to their ratings, the application provided 

enough information to indicate the task flow and responded to their actions as expected, in most cases, even though 

some of the participants were not very familiar with the device. These responses suggest that the intuitive nature of the 

IPod application helped with the sequence of activities. However, one participant thought the screen size was too small, 

especially for cases when he had to complete matching tasks (the answers were not clearly visible and not easy to pick 

out when presented in a list). Another participant pointed out that when a sequence was somehow missed and the 

main index revisited, the application was not intuitive enough to jump steps. Another participant pointed out that for 

people without experience using IPod apps, they should have the option of reading extra steps to understand where to 

tap, scroll, and transition between screens. Figure 11 identifies the issues related to the interaction with screen 

interface and what participants thought about the interaction.  
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Fig11. Interaction with screen interface 

 

Experience of the User: Three participants had some first-hand experience with a similar device, although they 

were not using it constantly and for the purpose, as evidenced during the testing session.  One owned an iPhone, and 

the last one had no experience at all before the test. All had a positive impression of the learning experience with the 

mobile device. As reasons for that liking, they indicated the portability aspect, such as size, made it convenient for this 

type of activity.  Another aspect that was suggested was their similarity with games they often played using their 

mobile devices, which they perceived as fun. Apparently, they found this interface similar. However, that did not 

necessarily mean there was any similarity in the nature and context of such use. Figure 12 identifies how users rated 

the experience with the IPod and handheld devices in general.  
 

 
Fig12. Experience of the user 

 

    Learning and Use: Most of the participants pointed out that they learned the English Idioms, as per the objective 

of the application, and also one participant stated that he could develop a new learning strategy for himself from the 

process and sequence that was guided by the application. All the participants agreed with a positive review that they 

were able to acquire new knowledge during the testing session and also were positive about the long- term retention of 

the Idioms in their memory and then applying them in conversations. Another participant said she liked practicing 

listening and pronunciation using native speakers. One participant stated he found it easier to learn the phrases in 

their context of use (as in sentences), rather than as isolated words with dictionary meanings only. The participants 

also were motivated to try a similar application again for their self-study. Figure 13 explained what participants 

responded about IPod usage for English language acquisition.  
 

 
Fig13. Learning and use 

 

Learning Style: One of the concerns for MALL is whether it is possible to promote collaboration among students. 

We were interested in getting a preliminary opinion from the participants based on their experience and personal 

learning styles. The majority of them stated they feel more comfortable having interaction with a group and yet retain 

the option to learn individually, depending on specific learning modules. Two indicated they feel more comfortable 

with individual learning. Four out of five participants mentioned that instructor feedback on the activities were 

important. The capability of a portable device as a means of social interaction, combined with MALL-based activity, 

was rated differently. For three, it was positive, considering that tools like chat can be made available, but might not 

be tied to any specific activity, and two participants stated that MALL-based devices might not be suitable for 
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promoting such interaction. Regarding the learning styles, diverse opinion existed for all of them, but the majority 

identified as visual learners. The perception of a device that supported a particular learning style leaned toward the 

visual and auditory. Figure 14 identified the reader preference and learning styles of the user.  
 

 
Fig14. Interaction / learning style 

 

The above data is inconclusive (because of the limited design of the current study), but provides some preliminary 

indication about user interaction in this specific learning context. 

VII.  RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE APPLICATIONS 

We have had some interesting preliminary observations from the collected data and based on that, we can make 

some fairly generalized design recommendations. 

Interface-Based Recommendations 

1. Allow the interface to be intuitive enough, so that users of the application can skip steps and come back as and 

when they want to. Even when the activity is sequential, allow the interface to maintain a trail of activities as 

completed and attempted. This action might be reserved for the corner of the screen as an optional pop-up (Antoniou 

and Varadan, 2007). 

2. Recent advances in touch screen technology have increased the prevalence of touch screens and have prompted a 

wave of new touch screen-based devices. Include accessibility features in the screen, where page size/text size could be 

zoomed-in directly on the touch screen through finger flexing (Ahmed et al., 2010).  

3. Maintain a geometrical proportion between the numbers of text options shown for a matching task in an English 

exercise and how much of that text is visible on the screen without having to zoom-in. Adjust content accordingly. 

Objective results showed that there was little difference in reading performance above 6 point, but subjective 

comments from participants showed a preference for sizes in the middle range. We therefore suggest, for reading tasks, 

that designers of interfaces for mobile computers provide fonts in the range of 8-12 point to maximize readability for 

the widest range of users (Darroch et al., 2005).  

4. Users do get frustrated with unresponsive systems. Even when a system closes down abruptly, the application 

should be programmed to include a “Restore Session” button. This recommendation is consistent with research 

findings suggesting that touch and multi-touch technologies have generated a great deal of excitement. Such research 

has focused on addressing the fundamental limitations associated with the use of touch as the primary input 

mechanism (Benko & Wigdor, 2010). 

5. New users of high-function application systems can become frustrated and confused by the errors they make in 

the early stages of learning. The language learning application must include user orientation sessions where novice 

users are given guidance on how to use the application on hand-held devices. Examples of short task completion 

should be provided. Creating a training environment from the basic function of the system itself can afford 

substantially faster learning coupled with better learning achievement and better performance (Carroll and Carrithers, 

1984).  

Content-based Pedagogical Implications 

1. For any EFL context, the content should be simple. Research suggests that a mobile language course should 

definitely include survival phrases and dialogues in the form of games/crosswords/puzzles, listening and reading 

activities as well as the matching word activity and fill in the missing word activity. Research projects have stressed 

the critical importance of lower-order skills in the vocabulary acquisition of beginning level learners. Bottom-up 
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processing, is an essential element of word knowledge that must be mastered before higher-order skills can be 

developed (Taraszow et al., 2010).  

2. For MALL-based applications, readers preferred a more relaxing and flexible schedule where tasks were shorter 

and could be completed relatively easily without additional assistance. Content should be designed accordingly. 

Designers must know the difference between choosing content that might be a supplementary activity versus content 

that is a main activity (depending on the context of its use). Research suggests that for MALL-based language learning, 

readers prefer regular practice in short bursts (Traxler, 2007) 

3. Readers might not be overwhelmingly in favor of group collaboration when completing MALL-based 

applications. This might be a result of the need for synchronous communication in group collaboration (Kukulska-

Hulme & Shield, 2008). It is possible for users to see MALL applications more as a way to upgrade their language 

skills individually, rather than learning from each other. So, it would be wise to compartmentalize the information and 

access accordingly. Allow users to switch between group and individual modes for the same content, but allowing 

different on-screen activities. The activities should allow for a choice between individual and group access. Content 

designers might want to strike a balance between the complexity of the content, the learning objectives in a learning 

module, its communication goals, and the extent to which group-based effort is warranted.  

4.The way readers used the application in this study, it appears that extraordinary complexity in content and its 

design might not be well accepted and might indeed lead to user frustration, especially in an EFL context (although 

this viewpoint might be true for English as first language users too). Frustration might not be a result of users’ 

language capability, but expectation about how they want to use a device. The extent to which a serious classroom-

based, graded assignment could be incorporated as part of MALL is still debatable and requires more research and for 

a wider context of use. 

The recommendations here are consistent with what Donald Norman (1988) suggested about ensuring a high 

degree of visibility, providing adequate feedback, presenting a good conceptual model, and offering good mapping to 

make sense of any product design and its purpose. 

VIII.  CONCLUSION 

The optimal combination of content, complexity, and interface design is still a challenge that needs to be researched 

more intricately and even more so in an EFL context with moderate levels of language proficiency. In Japan, the 

results have shown some success in this specific context with computer science majors in this study, but a lot more 

testing is needed before any conclusive remarks can be made. This study was a small-scale one with a focus group and 

designed to initiate a model for testing both content and application interface further. It also was designed to raise 

awareness of issues that need suitable and additional consideration. The combination of current 3G services and latest 

handset devices capabilities shows that technologically it is possible to overcome most of the MALL challenges. 

Nevertheless, the key for MALL success is to create activities based on clearly stated pedagogical approaches that suit 

and take advantage of the full technical possibilities of 3G and learning needs. 
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